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ABSTRACT  

 

Gamification elements provide apersonal drive to urge user experience, emotion, fun, and engagement, 

positively or negatively. These gamification elements may have been unintentionally employed through the 

designand implementation processof social media platforms to encourage users’ behaviour towards 

misinformation sharing. This study intends to answer the subsequent question” What are the mostly used 

gamification elements that could possibly encourage users to share misinformation on social media 

platforms?”. The study empirically investigates the usage of gamification elements and their relation to 

U&G theory with 286 participants. The results indicated that gamification elements usage scored high with 

regard tothe self-expression perspective (frequency=216), as well as the interaction & collaborations 

perspective (frequency=198). Where as, the information seeking perspective scored low (frequency=59) 

and leaderboard were the least usage(frequency=43). The results may be useful to guide software 

engineering, developers, GUI specialists to cater for design elements settings and their possible negative 

effects in social media contexts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Social media platforms- such as WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter, etc- are online software 

applications that simplify communicate, create, and disseminate user-generated content and 

becoming widely used as an important source of information [1]. These social media platforms 

utilized by users to share and spread information quickly and timely for many reasons. 

Unfortunately, social media platforms misuse was growing widely and rapidly [2]. However, a 

serious challenge is that the information generated and communicated through theses social 

media platforms is not always credible [3], [4]. [5] concluded that Facebook usage is a user’s 

motivation and expressively associated with time spent on Facebook as a salient. [6] discussed 

the spread of online misinformation as one of the recent trends that we need to be aware of. A 

recent study on misinformation on social media platforms [1]showed that about (67%) of users 

specified that they had shared misinformation on social media themselves, (94%) indicated that 

they had seen other users share misinformation on social media. 

 

Misinformation can appear on social media in numerous types like “rumours, buzzes, factoids, 

etc”. Nevertheless, the results are imprecise information that is spread purposely or inadvertently 

[2]. Spreading misinformation confuses the users and can promote illegal usage that are harmful 

to individuals [7]. Additionally, spreading misinformation can highly hinder the credibility of 
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social media's information content. This gives a rich view point of the seriousness of 

misinformation spreading on social media platforms and not only advocates the need to act to 

minimize its negative effect on users, but also to safeguard the quality of the generated and 

communicated information through these platforms. In the recent years, several researches from 

computer science and information system field studied misinformation aiming to develop 

algorithms to detect low quality information[4]. Another related research observed the impact of 

user-intrinsic influences (personality and internal drive) and its possible effect on users spreading 

misinformation on social media [8]. However, none of these studies focus on how to minimise the 

act of misinforming spreading or sharing among social media users. Luckily, software as a 

medium for misinformation spread may be a channel for enacting a behaviour change strategy to 

minimise the act of misinformation spreading on social media platforms. This can ultimately 

minimize the negative effect of misinformation spreading on users and enhance information value 

and on different social media platforms.   

 

Gamification refers to the adoption of game design elements (e.g. badges, points, levels, 

leaderboard) in non-game contexts and has been used as an active behaviour change tactic to 

motivate users for the purpose of changing their behaviours towards desired ones [9], [10]. The 

common use of gamification is to take the scoring elements of games such as - points, badges, 

levels, leaderboards- and deploy them to a non-game context such as: educational or business 

context[11].Numerous applications of gamification inspire various goals in several environments, 

such as adopting a better and healthy lifestyle, enhancing students’ awareness with class activities 

to attain better grades, or enhancing quality and efficiency of business environment [12], [13], 

[14], [15]. For instance, points and leader-boards can used in call centres to increase employees’ 

satisfaction- the number of calls taken, the number of problems solved, the time taken for 

finishing a task, and the customers’ overall satisfaction- [15].  

 

This improves the process of generating and sharing information on social media by motivating 

users to share and generate high quality content in a gamified and more enjoyable environment. 

For example, a user can gain or lose points on the quality of information individuals shares based 

on the users’ratings.  Nevertheless, the design of gamification can playa major effect on the 

individuals performance compared to a non-gamified context[16]. This highlights the need to 

study and investigate how gamification can systematically be adopted in the context of 

misinformation on social media platforms. In this study, the authors quantitatively investigate the 

usage of gamification elements and their relation to U&G theory in the design of social media 

platform and their possible effect on users’ behaviour to share misinformation. The outcome of 

this study is meant to help software engineers to design gamified social media applications that 

are misinformation-aware. This will help improving users’ behaviour towards misinformation 

sharing on social media platforms.  

 

This study is structured as follows. In next section the authors discussed the literature review. In 

section 3the used methodology presented and discussed. Then, a proposed gamification elements 

matrix was developed in section 4.Discussion and conclusion are in the last section. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1 Gamification Elements 
 

The most common elements in gamified social software are: (1) points(PO): the main reward 

users can acquire from their actions will be in the form of points, the more substantial result 

accomplished by a user in an action, the higher the number of collected points as a reward. (2) 

levels (LE): The level function mapping the amount of points to levels incrementally; achieving 

the next level becomes harder as a progress, the amount of actions and next stage to finishing a 
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specific goal is stated [17]. (3) badges (BA): will be used as a reward to distinguish of certain 

stages achievement a progress.[18] noted various badges especially the online badges being 

granted do not need abundant time or effort. (4) A leaderboard (LB) means which users can track 

their achievements comparing to others and presentation a user stands regarding to others. 

Leaderboards can be demised into several smaller groups[19]. (5) widget (WI): is a feature added 

to a social software game, these give additional features and capabilities that provides an overall 

better experience, widget illustrated the top-scoring users and the rank. (6) reward & punish-

ment(RP): is an achievement evaluation -positive or negative-which is obtained by the users 

because of the appraisal of mission affording to the game rules. Achievement require users to 

access the system or flow or take some action at a time or place for either a positive effect or to 

avoid a negative effect. (7) interaction & collaborations (IC): Interaction & collaborations will be 

reinforced in the gamified social media software, according to [19]” the player site will also act as 

a social network, in which players can have friends and can chat or send messages to them”. 

Furthermore, this social network also affects other game procedure such as rankings, so players 

will see some ranking permit players to compare their results with those attained by others[20]. 

 

2.2 U& G Theory   
 

Uses and Gratifications (U&G) theory well-recognized on users’ motivations and adopted by 

researchers [21], [22], [23]. Four motivation types in social media and well-known by the U&G 

theory[21], [22]. (1) entertainment, this type is concern with utilize social media for special and 

personal entertain; [23] detected the incremental increase in users require entertaining on social 

media. [24] detected that sharing photo on Flickr, users liked this action apart from significances.  

(2) social motivations, Social motivation candidate as the main reason causing the acceptance of 

social media [25]. [21] found the socializing once promoting actions with a few clicks is a relaxed 

way that permitted users to connect and chatting with others, likewise motivation for sharing 

news on social media (3) information seeking, information seeking emphases on matching 

informational desires with social media applications; information seeking became an important 

motivation of sharing news on social media [21]. Whereas misinformation is inexact, 

misinformation likely that users share it probably to find more explanation from social networks. 

(4) self-expression means utilizing social media to prompt oneself and get the reputation,users 

sharing news on social media to empower others enter the content and to accomplish status in 

place [21]. [22] and [23] described U&G theory as one of the most recognized approach to 

comprehend users’ motivation of social media usage and has been generally accepted.  

 

[26]summarized the gamification elements can be problematic at design and implementing stage 

even some researchers might think that game elements are easy. [27] defined motivation and 

divided into two different types: extrinsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic motivation is defined as 

behavior determined by external reward or punishment; whereas intrinsic motivation is defined as 

behavior determined by personal drive or gratification. A key reflection for gamification 

developers should be embrace game elements that stimulate individuals extrinsically and 

intrinsically. While several concerns which individuals using gamification require consideration, 

there are several clarifications to confirm gamification's usefulness. [28] found many social media 

applications are currently using rewards and competitive tactics generally found in the gaming 

world to make users’ actions more entertaining, while it is not entirely new idea that applying 

game elements can encourage misinformation sharing. This implies that game dynamics act as 

motivational sources and are not limited to extrinsic rewards.  
 

Software engineering designers seeking ways to boost user engagement can take advantage of 

this awareness by enabling users to share accurate information. Users disseminate  

misinformation when they forward misinformation to their own social networks innocently. 

Consequently, users could credibly take ladders to realize the information to be inaccurate. Social 

media may increase the spread of misinformation for many reasons. First, lack of solid quality 
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controlling on social media mechanisms contrasting traditional media. Second, social media 

applications make it relaxed to broadcast information, as well as misinformation, a mouse click 

user can forward messages to many receivers quite smoothly. Third, misinformation on social 

media can rapidly spread many users, which can cause misunderstanding and redundant 

apprehension among public domain[7]. 
 

3. METHOD 
 

Students at Taibah University (Faculty of computer sciences and engineering in Yanbu) have 

been selected as the main sampling participants in 2018/2019 first semester. The participants are 

pioneered of gamifications use, not only for the learning purposes but also it has become part of 

their lifestyle. Additionally, they are heavy  users of the latest mobile devices. Hence, they are 

anappropriate target for this study.A sample of students was selected from WhatsApp groups 

during 2018-2019 period, about 450 undergraduate students were invited to finishing a survey 

regarding gamification elements and misinformation sharing. 

 

An online questionnaire was suitable for the present study as it is appropriate for gathering 

students’ attitudes and behavior. Misinformation was defined in this study as imprecise 

information. During data gathering(370)students’responses were collected with a response rate of 

82.2%.290 of which finished the survey and (3) were unfinished with (1) answer missing 

separately. Finally, gathered responses (286) were used for our analysis. All the faculty students 

selected from faculty of computer sciences and engineering in Yanbu, so (150) out of (286) were 

ranging from (19) to (24) years old, (120) were under (19) years old- preparatory year- and (16) 

were above (25) years old -Tajseer students-. Since the data were collected from Saudi Arabia, 

the selected students were mainly from Medina county community. 
 

4. RESULTS 
 

This study aims to prioritize the importance of gamification elements that should be considered 

by gamification designers based on users’ behaviors, starting with literature to capture 

gamifications elements and U&G theory. The authors devised a matrix that can serve as a guide 

to software designers during the design of gamification elements and provide explanation and 

assessment of their usefulness. Gamification elements and mechanics had been developed to 

increase users’ motivation to share information, participation and learning. Positive elements 

of gamification yield benefit to users’ motivation to do the best and vice versa. [29]investigated 

gamification in social interaction and determined that gamification is grounded in artificial game 

mechanics -points, dashboard, leaderboard, levels, badges, punishment, content unlocking, 

currency-and that more elements should be studied in software projects. [19]concluded that the 

implementation of gamification in software engineering is moving slower than in other fields i.e. 

education, community management, health, banking, librarians, networking, and marketing. 

 

The main study question focus on which gamification elements may encourage people to share 

misinformation based on the four U&G motivations.The matrix (see figure1) illustrates the 

common gamification elements usage (1.Points, 2. Levels, 3.Badges, 4.Leaderboards, 5. 

Widgets,6. Rewards & punishment, 7. Interaction & collaborations) in relation to the U&G 

perspectives. In general, students voting results of gamification elements on the four U&G 

perspectives seems fit as seen in figure 1.  
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Figure 1.The matrix 

*Po=points, LE=levels, BA= badges, LB= leaderboard, WI= widget, RP= reward & punish

 

Table 1. shows  that the number of 

It also shows that the most applied gamification element

expression perspective as the number of 

used gamification element were 

points increase students’ participation

badges, leaderboard, and widget

 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
 

Due to the notable spread of misinformation these days, it is imperative to identify the 

motivations behind the act of misinformation sharing on social media. Some of this 

misinformation sharing might be avoided by software engineering and game designers a

designing and developing stage of social media platforms. The four motivations of U&G theory 

 

 
Table 1. Voting of the usage of gamification elements on misinformation sharing results*

                   G. element 

 

 

Perspective 

Po 

Entertainment 49 

Social motivations 22 

Information seeking 8 

Self-expression 16 

Total voting 95 
 

*Po=points, LE=levels, BA= 
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Figure 1.The matrix of gamification elements based on UGT* 

 

*Po=points, LE=levels, BA= badges, LB= leaderboard, WI= widget, RP= reward & punish

interaction& collaborations 

the number of  responses on interaction & collaborations 

the most applied gamification elements for misinformation sharing 

the number of responses was (216). The second, third

used gamification element were levels, points, and reward & punishment systems. 

increase students’ participation in misinformation. Other gamification elements such as 

and widget are less used.  

ONCLUSION 

Due to the notable spread of misinformation these days, it is imperative to identify the 

motivations behind the act of misinformation sharing on social media. Some of this 

misinformation sharing might be avoided by software engineering and game designers a

designing and developing stage of social media platforms. The four motivations of U&G theory 

Table 1. Voting of the usage of gamification elements on misinformation sharing results*

 

LE 

 

 

BA 

 

LB  

 

WI 

 

RP 

 

IC 

20 16 13 12 40 39 

54 33 22 14 10 20 

4 3 5 16 14 9 

22 25 3 5 15 130 

100 77 43 32 79 198 

*Po=points, LE=levels, BA= badges, LB= leaderboard, WI= widget, RP= reward & punish

interaction& collaborations 

Entertainment
Social 

motivations

Self expression

Information 

seeking
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*Po=points, LE=levels, BA= badges, LB= leaderboard, WI= widget, RP= reward & punishment, IC= 

 element was (198). 

for misinformation sharing is in self-

third, and fourth most 

systems. Levels and 

Other gamification elements such as 

Due to the notable spread of misinformation these days, it is imperative to identify the 

motivations behind the act of misinformation sharing on social media. Some of this 

misinformation sharing might be avoided by software engineering and game designers at the 

designing and developing stage of social media platforms. The four motivations of U&G theory  

Table 1. Voting of the usage of gamification elements on misinformation sharing results* 

Total voting 

189 

175 

59 

216 

 

badges, LB= leaderboard, WI= widget, RP= reward & punishment, IC= 
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have been found substantial in wide-ranging fields. This study aims to examine their suitability 

with regard to the context of gamification for misinformation sharing on social media platforms.  

 

Beyond examining users’ motivations as illustrated by U&G approach, this study examines the 

elements of gamification, which might encourage users’ choices to share misinformation on 

social media too. That means the investigation of gamification elements that encourage users to 

share misinformation based on U&G approach as follows: entertainment “which gamification 

elements affect users to share misinformation for entertaining their needs, users found fun and 

novel form that can be gamely enjoyed”; Social motivation” which gamification elements affect 

users to share misinformation for building and maintaining interpersonal relationships. Users 

found entertaining since the social media sharing mechanism is comfortable with just a few 

seconds, and it lets users to socialize with each other’s e.g. share with comment that asks for 

friends’ contribution; information seeking “which gamification elements affect users to share 

misinformation for informative needs”; and self-expression” which gamification elements affect 

users to share misinformation for gaining reputation among others”.Users found sharing 

misinformation can lead to achieving self-status; for example, to get more “likes” and 

consideration from others by sharing entertaining or information originator [8]. Users tends to 

forward post using elements that they find entertaining, while others select another element to 

forward post. These elements were measured thought U&G motivation of users’ misinformation 

sharing theory.  
 

This study adopted grounded theory which absorbed on inductive strategies for data analysis. It 

focuses on abstract perceptions and clarify data results. [30] summarized this method as a method 

that starts and ends with data. Software engineering practicallyuses of gamification elements for 

many different purposes and they should considerwhich elements had the most impact on 

users’attitudes and behaviors to share in accurate or false information. Seven gamification 

elements are the most used in Saudi Arabia environments and are ordered as follows:interaction 

& collaborations, levels, points, reward & punishment, badges, leaderboard, and widgets. On the 

other side, the use of gamification elements has been pragmatic from the four UGT perspectives. 

In general, the self-expression perspective was commonly used for misinformation sharing, then 

entertainment and social motivations, and information seeking were the least perspective. 
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